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Not only wine: Dimora Storica Giorni and the promise kept to 
the grandfather 

Cantine Giorni's wine expands into a complete immersion in well-being. 

Milano 11.16.2021 - Tasting wine is an art, and as such it deserves all the attention required. It is 
not enough to simply accompany it with good food, you also need to think about a suitable 
location. An elegant and refined place, perhaps far from the chaos of the city, to spend moments 
of real leisure. And if the experience really wants to be complete, pairing it with a Spa or a game of 
Golf are the last ingredients needed for a real escape from everyday life. 

All this can be found in the novelty of the Dimora Storica Giorni, in Pignola (Pz) - Italy, an ancient 
eighteenth-century noble palace which has now been restored and transformed into an 
accommodation facility. From November 19th it is possible to book and stay in a completely 
renovated environment, in suites that keep their history but without escaping the luxuries of 
modernity. Inside the structure it is then possible to access the Spa, with a wide choice of 
treatments, and the nine-hole Golf Club, particularly surprising for its difficulty of play and 
challenging obstacles. 

Pignola is in fact an excellent destination for those seeking the silence and peace of the 
mountains, to spend a few relaxing days in contact with nature. The area is particularly suitable 
for hiking trails on foot and on horseback, trekking, cycling thanks to the proximity of the Sellata 
area which offers tourist opportunities related to the practice of winter sports and nature trails in 
the nearby WWF Oasis of Lake Pignola. 

Furthermore, the strong point of the structure will be the restaurant, also open to the public and 
not just to guests. With a cuisine that meets different Italian traditions, the main objective will be 
to put first choice local raw materials at the center for an excellent cuisine almost at 0 km. Here it 
will also be possible to access the wine tastings of the Cellar, such as the Arioso (2015), brut 100% 
chardonnay, or Sciffrà (2015), a cabernet sauvignon whose grapes grow exactly between the 
house and the golf course. 

A dream that comes true for the owners, in particular for Nicola Maria Patrone, who with this new bet 
keeps the promise made to his grandfather Nicola as a boy, when he told him "Grandfather, I promise you 
that this tiny vineyard will become huge and beautiful". Together with his brother Giovanni and his cousins 
Giovanna and Ornella - whose acronym is Giorni - he transformed the vineyard into one of the most  
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important wineries in the area, now aiming even higher with Palazzo Lombardi, in which his grandfather 
was the factotum as a young man.  

ABOUT CANTINA GIORNI 

Cantina Giorni is today a family-run business run by four young cousins who are passionate about their 
land and its fruits. The Cabernet Sauvignon vineyards processed are located in the mountain area of 
Pignola, in the province of Potenza, in the Appennino Lucano National Park. At a height of 850 meters 
above sea level, there are in fact about 5 cultivated hectares from which the red wines Sciffrà, Orneto and 
Plinia del Calace are born. The company also owns another production area, located in the eastern part of 
Friuli on the border with Slovenia, which is instead the cradle of white wines. Here, from a hilly expanse of 
just over 3 hectares, Petrucco, 100% Chardonnay, 100% Tora, Sauvignon blanc and Arioso come to life, a 
vintage brut sparkling wine obtained with the Champenoise method, a blend of Chardonnay and Pinot 
bianco grapes. 

The history of Cantina Giorni is a continuous enrichment of experiences and projects to be carried out with 
commitment, passion and sacrifices, for which day after day the pages of his book increase and are colored 
with more and more new shades. 

Dimora Storica Giorni 

Via Umberto I, 48, Pignola (PZ) 

www.dimorastoricagiorni.it 

www.cantinagiorni.com 

0971 1795700 

info@cantinagiorni.it 

Golfo Club Giorni 

Contrada Fontana (strada vicinale dell'Arciprete). Località Lago di Pignola (PZ) 

www.golfclubgiorni.it 
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